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Information on the Consulting Office schedule for this month may be found
on page 3. For your convenience, this schedule has been placed on a
separate page for easy removal. The schedule will change each month and
will be included in The Record.

SCBEJ - pC. OF SINE UNAVAIIABII rE!
All machines may be down from 07:00 until 08:30 daily for Systems Checkout.
In addition, some machines will be down for Preventive Maintenance as
follows: CRAY,CA, 06:00-08:00 (T Th); CRAY,C1, 06:00-08:00 (M W); ThM,
06:00-07:00 (daily); MDCOMP, 08:00-12:00 (1st Monday of month).

The Record is published ronthly by the Scientific Ccrputing Division of the
National Center for Atmospheric Research. NCAR is operated by the Univer-
sity Corporation for Atmospheric Research and is sponsored by the National
Science Foundation. Reference to a company or product name does not imply
approval or reccmnendation of the product to the exclusion of
others. Robert Nicol, Editor; Ann Cowley, Head, Information Services;
Astrik Deirmendjian, Trouble/Design Reports; Ken Walton, Summary of NCAR
Computer Use; Mary Bartels, Computer Resources Allocated.
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CONSULTING CFFICE SQHUXJLE FOR MARCH 1985

Consulting Office hours are 08:30-12:30 and 13:00-17:00
daily, Monday through Friday. The Consulting Office is

closed every Wednesday from 13:30-14:30 for staff meet-
ings. Consultants may be reached by calling (303) 497-
1278. Messages may also be sent to the CONSULT1 virtual

machine on the IBM 4341 computers.

Consultants for March are: Dan Anderson, Ken Hansen,

Barb Horner, Ann Cowley, Michael Pernice, Mike Ernst, and
Erich Thanhardt.

Schedule for the week of:

Feb. 25 Mar. 4 Mar. 11 Mar. 18 Mar. 25
Mon AM A Cowley A Cowley A Cowley A Cowley
Mon PM B Horner E Thanhardt B Horner B Horner
Tue AM M Pernice K Hansen K Hansen K Hansen
Tue PM E Thanhardt D Anderson E Thanhardt D Anderson
Wed AM M Ernst M Pernice M Ernst M Pernice
Wed PM K Hansen D Anderson D Anderson E Thanhardt
Thu AM B Horner B Hor B Hoer B Horner B Horner
Thu PM K Hansen K Hansen E Thanhardt D Anderson
Fri AM K Hansen E Thanhardt E Thanhardt K Hansen E Thanhardt
Fri PM A Cowley A Cowley R Horner D Anderson K Hansen

March 1, 1985-3-
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New Film Roanm in Operation

The long-awaited project to construct an expanded and enhanced Film Roam is
nearly complete. Film users may have noticed that the DICOMED film processing
system was not in operation for several days during the past month. The halt
was caused by the necessity of moving the entire system to a new location in
the first basement of the Mesa Laboratory.

According to Bob Niffenegger, SCD Operations Manager, the new facilities will
provide higher quality film output to users: "The primary reason for the move
is to provide a clean-room environment for the DICOMED system. We also needed
to get the cameras off the raised floor in the computer roaom, which causes
vibrations, and onto a solid floor."

Dirt and dust on the CRTs used for film production and vibrations traveling
through the raised floor in the camputer room have prevented the staff of the
Film RoCm from maintaining the highest possible quality of film output. The
new facility provides an optimal environment dedicated to film processing.

The Film Room as it appeared just after work began.

As an additional benefit, extra space in the machine room is now available for
the proposed new Mass Storage System and for a variety of VAX-class computers
awaiting installation. Planning for the new Film Room began several years
ago, and the need for the new facility has grown greater as available space in
the machine room has decreased. The project was delayed because of emergency
maintenance work in other areas of the building.

Some work still remains to be done in the Film Room; the film processor area
is about 60% complete, but the Allen film processors themselves have not yet
been moved. The entire facility should be finished by August of this year.
However, the major disruptions to users are over: moving the two film proces-
sors will not entail an interruption in service, since one will remain in
operation while the other is moved.
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The new facility has ample roaom for expansion of film equipment and services.
Andy Robertson, head of the film processing crew, said, "The area is large
enough to give us room to grow. We have plans to upgrade our equipment in the
future, and the old film area had limited space. Right now, we are looking
forward to having all our equipment moved in by this summer."

The film crew in the new facility. From left: Wes Wildcat,
Andy Robertson, Vickie Pinedo, and Val Shanahan.

Schedules for obtaining additional equipment have not been set, and acquisi-
tion will depend on available funding. However, the film crew should be able
to improve the quality of film output with the current equipment, and will be
ready to provide additional services when new equipment becomes available.

by Robert Nicol

UNINET Information

UNINET information is available 24 hours daily to help you with problems
related to accessing your local node and for obtaining information related to
PAD parameters and node telephone numbers.

If you find inadequacies in the services noted above, please contact Don
Morris at (303) 497-1282 or send mail on the IBM 4341 computers to userid
MORRIS.

UNINET Toll Free Number for:

Information
Consulting

Troubleshooting

(800) 821-5340

-6- March 1, 1985
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Important Notice Regarding CRAY Release 1.13

Please note that CRAY Release 1.13 is now undergoing testing on the CRAY,CA
computer. System products should be available soon; CRAY Operating System
(COS) 1.13 is tentatively scheduled for installation as the default operating
system on the CRAY-1 computers in late March. Please see the February issue
of The Record for more information.

QDATASET: New EXBC Generates Listing of CRAY-l Disk Datasets

A new EXEC has been added to the User Exec Library on the IBM 4341 computers.
The QDATASET exec creates an express class job and returns to the user a list
of datasets currently on the CRAY disks.

The format of the QDATASET command is:

QDATASET <<RCID>=remote computer id> <<PROJ=>project number (s) >
<<ID=>id>

where:

remote computer id Identifies the CRAY-1 computer from which the dataset
list is generated. RCID can equal CA, Cl, or BOTH.
The default is Cl.

project number(s) A list of up to ten valid 8-digit project numbers,
separated by commas, or ALL. Default values are
determined as follows:

1) if an ID was specified, the default value is ALL;

2) otherwise, the default project number is the first
project number associated with your user number in
the User Master File.

id Any valid CRAY dataset identifier string. To specify
only datasets having no id, use the special id value
NULL$$ID. The default is no id value.

Special User-defined Default Value File

QDATASET checks for the file QDATASET DEFAULT A. The file may contain up to
three lines, specifying default values to be applied instead of the above
described defaults. The lines to specify the defaults must appear as:

&PROJ = 'project number(s), or ALL'
&ID = 'valid id'
&RCID = remote computer id

Any or all of these lines may be included in the file. These values will be
applied as defaults if values are not specifically stated on the QDATASET

-7-
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command invocation. If values are not defined with the command invocation,
and values are not defined in the file QDATASET DEFAULT A, then the standard
defaults will be applied.

Examples (assuming no file QDATASET DEFAULT A exists)

To request a list of all datasets on CRAY,CA associated with project 12345678:

QDATASET CA 12345678

To request a listing of all datasets on CRAY,Cl associated with project
12345678 having the id @PSTORE:

QDATASET PROJ=12345678 ID=@PSTORE

To request listings of all datasets on both CRAY-1 computers having the id
XSLG:

QDATASET BOTH ID=XSLG

by Mike Ernst

GETDOC and GETSRC Enhanced with VERSION Option

A new VERSION option has been added to the GETDOC and GETSRC procedures on the
CRAY-1 computers. The "VERSION=version" option may be used with GETDOC or
GETSRC to retrieve source files of a specified source "version" from the
requested software library. Valid values of VERSION are: CUR (current ver-
sion), NEW (new version), and OLD (old version). If this parameter is omit-
ted, the default is VERSION=CUR. The GETDOC and GETSRC EXEC procedures on the
IBM 4341 computers have also been augumented with this option. The following
example demonstrates how to access and list source code for the files RG and
RSM from the new version of EISPACK:

GETSRC,LIB=EISPACK,FILE= (RG:RSM) ,VERSION=NEW.

The VERSION=NEW parameter refers to software or documentation that has not
been installed as the default version because of testing or other reasons.
After a new version is installed as the current version, VERSION=NEW and
VERSION=CUR may refer to the same version, while VERSION=OLD would refer to
the previously current version.

The NEW version of software or documentation is the most volatile of the ver-
sions and may be replaced or modified without prior announcement. Changes to
the current or old versions will generally be announced in advance, so that
users of the old version who have not converted to the current version have a
chance to copy the needed files before they are replaced.

NOTE: The comments above are also applicable to binary libraries.

by Harsh Anand Passi
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New Locally-Develcped GEIBIN Cunand on the CRAY-1 Camputers

The new GETBIN command provides CRAY-1 users with a uniform method for access-
ing the new, old, or current version of a software binary library associated
with the CRAY-1 public software maintained at NCAR by the Scientific Computing
Division. The following example shows how GETBIN may be included in CRAY JCL:

GETBIN, LIB=lib ,VERSION=version, ID=id,ABORT.

The input parameters are used as follows:

LIB=lib Only one value of "lib" is permitted per GETBIN call. Valid "lib"
values include:

AMOSLIB FUNPACK PCHIP STATLIB
CRAYLIB IMSL PORT TESTLIB
DOCLIB ITPACK PORTLIB TOOLS
EMFFT LINPACK $SCILIB ULIB
EISPACK MINPACK SLATEC XLIB
EISPKD MTLIB SOURCE $NCARLB
FITPACK NAG STARPAC $SYSLIB

If "lib" is not one of the defined names then a message is printed
in the user log file. There is no default value for "lib".

VERSION=version Only one value of "version" is permitted per GE'TBIN call.
Valid "version" values include CUR (current), NEW, and OLD.
If "version" is not one of the defined values then a message
is printed in the user log file. The default value of "ver-
sion" is CUR. Note: If VERSION=CUR, then invoking GETBIN
does nothing; in other words, it is a "no-op" procedure.
Otherwise GETBIN accesses the binary library for the given
version and creates a local dataset with the name "lib".
The following are the four possible cases:

A. Only one version of the binary exists. In this case
invoking GETBIN with VERSION=NEW or VERSION=OLD is a
no-op procedure. The following message is printed in
the user log file: "At present the current default
binary library is the only version available."

B. Only old and current versions of the binary exist. In
this case invoking GETBIN with VERSION=NEW is a no-op
procedure. The following message is printed in the
user log file: "At present only old and current ver-
sions of the binary library exist."

C. Only new and current versions of the binary exist. In
this case invoking GETBIN with VERSION=OLD is a no-op
procedure. The following message is printed in the
user log file: "At present only new and current ver-
sions of the binary library exist."

-9- March 1, 1985
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D. All three (new, current and old) versions of the binary

exist. In this case GETBIN accesses the binary library
for the requested version and creates a local dataset
with the name "lib".

NOTE: Please see the previous article which describes the
new VERSION parameter for more detailed information on VER-
SION.

ID=id This is the Software libraries group identification. The default value
is SLG. Occasionally binary libraries with an "id" value other than SLG
may also be generated. In those cases users will be notified and
advised about the alternate value.

ABORT: Terminates the job if the specified version of the specified binary
library can not be accessed. The default value is "no abort".

Special Conditions: On the CRAY-i, this procedure is invokable in JCL only.
This command must be placed prior to the LDR statement. Furthermore, it should
be placed after the CFTxxx command in the JCL, if there is one.

The following examples demonstrate how GETBIN may be used:

1. CRAY-1 JCL to access binary library of the new version of EISPACK single

precision routines and then load and execute:

GETBIN, LIB=EISPACK, VERSION=NEW.
LDR, LIB=EISPACK.

2. CRAY-1 JCL to access binary library of the new version of EISPACK single

precision routines and then load and execute with CFT113 procedure:

CFT113.

GETBIN, LIB=EISPACK ,VERSION=NEW.
LDR, LIB=EISPACK.

3. CRAY-1 JCL to access binary library of the current version of EISPKD

double-precision routines, and then load and execute:

GETBIN, LIB=EISPKD ,VERSION=CUR.
LDR,LIB=EISPKD.

The above two commands are equivalent to:

LDR, LIB=EISPKD.

Note: In this case invocation of GETBIN works like a no-op procedure
since it is requesting the current version of EISPKD.

by Harsh Anand Passi
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EISPACK Version 3 Available on the CRAY-1 Cauputers

EISPACK is a collection of FORTRAN subroutines that compute the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors for different classes of matrices. EISPACK was developed at
Argonne National Laboratory and represents the finest quality software for
solving eigenvalue problems. This package consists of two machine independent
versions, one for single-precision and the other for double-precision. Until
the current release there was no official double-precision version. Each ver-
sion is a collection of 75 FORTRAN subprograms and corresponds to a separate
library. However, the subprogram names are the same for both versions. As
such, the user can switch from one version to the other by loading the
appropriate binary library without having to change the subroutine calls.

In the new single-precision version, no new capabilities have been added and
no changes have been made to the calling sequences. However, it has several
improvements over the old version: it is readily portable and somewhat more
robust and efficient than its predecessor; a new driver routine, RSM, has been
added for computing all the eigenvalues and some of the eigenvectors of a real
symmetric matrix; and the iteration count for some of the routines has been
changed to 30*N iterations (where N is the order of the matrix) for determin-
ing the complete set of eigenvalues. In the old version, when any one eigen-
value took more than 30 iterations the routine flagged an error and returned.
More information on the details of changes made to the package for the current
release can be found in Reference [3].

A subset of the single-precision version of EISPACK has been optimized for the
CRAY-l machines and is included in the $SCILIB library. This subset omits
routines for the complex and generalized eigenvalue problem (29 of the origi-
nal 70 EISPACK routines). $SCILIB is searched by default, so no specific
access is needed on the CRAY-1 machines to use the single-precision EISPACK
routines that are in the optimized subset on $SCILIB. Users will get the
benefits of this subset of optimized routines even when accessing other rou-
tines from the EISPACK library, since all of the single-precision routines
included in $SCILIB have been removed from the EISPACK object library on the
Cray-l computers.

The two versions of EISPACK contain 13 drivers, each intended for matrices of
various forms. All drivers except the new driver routine RSM provide two
options: compute all eigenvalues or compute all eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
However, the driver RSM provides the option to compute all the eigenvalues and
some of the eigenvectors for a real symmetric matrix.

Several drivers that call the correct sequence of single-precision EISPACK
routines to solve coainon eigenvalue problems are also included in SLATEC and
ULIB. Information about how to solve eigenproblems with the EISPACK routines
is available in the Consulting Office in Reference [2].

Users should begin converting their jobs to take advantage of the features in
the new single-precision package. The new single precision version will
become the default library on April 24, 1985. CRAY-1 job access of source,
documentation, and binary libraries is discussed below.

-11- March 1, 1985
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Single-Precision Version

Documentation:
The following example shows how documentation may be listed for the TINVIT and
COMBAK routines of the new version (EISPACK 3.0) with the following CRAY JCL
ccrnand:

GETDOC ,LIB=EISPACK ,DOC= (TINVIT:COMBAK) ,VERSION=NEJ.

Users may obtain the documentation file for the current version by including
the following command:

GETDOC ;LIB=EISPACK ,DOC= (TINVIT :CCM4BAK) ,VERSION CUR.
(or)

GE'fl)OC, LIB=EISPACK ,DOC= (TINVIT:CCOBAK).

Source Code:
To access the FORTRAN source for the new version (EISPACK 3.0) frcm the CRAY-l
computers, use the GETSR C utility. For example, to list the source file for
the subprogram RS, run a CRAY-l job that includes the following command:

GETS3R ,LIB=EISPACK ,FILERS ,VERSION=NEW.

Users may obtain the source file for the old version by including the follow-
ing command:

GETS1R ,LIB=EISPACK ,FILERS ,VERSIcN=CUR.
(or)

GETSC ,LIB=EISPACK ,FILE=RS.

Object Code:
To access the CRAY-l object library for the new version (EISPACK 3.0), include
the following command:

GETBIN ,LIB=EISPACK ,VERSION=NEW.

and then include EISPACK in the list of parameter values for the LIB keyword
on the LDR statement. For example:

LDR,LIB=EISPACK.

loads any needed routines fran EISPACK new version after loading from the
default libraries.

Userswho wish to access the default CRAY-I object library for the current
version of EISPACK need only include EISPACK in the list of parameter values
for the LIB keyword on the LDR statement. To access any of the EISPACK rou-
tines that are in the optimized subset on $SCILIB, make sure $SCILIB is
searched before EISPACK by specifyig the search order explicity on the LDR
statement. For example

LDR,LIB=$SCILIB : EISPACK.

-12- March 1, 1985
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Double-Precision Version

To access source, documentation, and binary library files for the double-
precision version users need only specify LIB=EISPKD on the GETDOC, GETSRC and
LDR statements as described above.

References
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EISPACK Guide Extension, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Vol. 6,
Second Edition, Springer-Verlag, Berlin.

[2] B.S. Garbow, J.M. Boyle, J.J. Dongarra, and C.B. Moler, 1977:
"Matrix Eigensystem Routines", EISPACK Guide Extension,
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by Harsh Anand Passi

ZOT - The April Mass Store Purge will occur on April 6, 1985

The April purge of datasets (VSNs) frcm the TBM will take place on April 6,
1985, and will affect VSNs not accessed since January 1, 1985. The subsequent
purge of datasets will occur on May 4, 1985, and will affect VSNs not accessed
since February 1, 1985.

TBM Mass Storage News

The /D Option of the TBMVSN Utility is Further Refined

After further study of the most useful information options for the users and
consultation with SCD Users Group members, the /D option for TBMVSN now lists
datasets by creation date (date most recently written to the TBM). Datasets
followed by a plus (+) have been read at least once. Those followed by a
minus (-) have never been read. The other TBMVSN listing options have not
been changed.

by Mary Trembour
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Suggestion Notebook

Users are encouraged to enter items in the suggestion notebook either by send-
ing mail to CONSULT1, using the Your Turn page of The Record, or writing in
the notebook in the Consulting Office. The suggestions and responses will be
published in The Record.

Suggestion: 1/18/85
Why is CRSTAT turned on again? It seems to degrade performance.

Response: 1/21/85
It was originally turned off because of problems, but has been turned back on
for some time. It is a useful tool and we have no direct evidence that CRSTAT
actually degrades system performance when used as intended.

Suggestion: 2/4/85

The following job class structure definition and associated priorities are
listed in response to the question posed on this subject at the SCD Users
Group Meeting on Monday, February 4, 1985.

Normal Job Class Structure Definition
on CRAY-1 Computers for User Jobs

Class Reserved Maximum Priority
Name Slots Slots

FRGNDl 12 20 9
FRGND2 10 15 8
EXP1 2 4 11
EXP2 4 8 10
BKG 3 3 5
BKGL 2 2 5
BKGD 3 3 3

Summary of Daily Bulletin Items

CRAY-1 COMPUTERS

January 22, 1985
CRAYQUE EXEC MODIFIED: The CRAYQUE exec on the IBM 4341 canputers
has been modified to count the new Job Queue manager class of QUEUED
FOR XDUP. This queue holds jobs if the same scientist/project number
combination already has a job using an execution slot on the CRAY
computer. The display produced by the CRAYQUE exec now includes the
count of jobs which are queued for duplicate scientist/project
number. Please refer any comments or problems to Mike Ernst (303)
497-1236.
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CRAY-i SOFTWARE: SCRUBLST is a new procedure now available on the
CRAY-1 computers. SCRUBLST retrieves the most recent disk scrub

reports and writes them to a specified dataset. For example:

SCRUBLST, nrp,L=ldn.

where: nrp = Number of reports to list. If nrp is amitted, the
most recent report is written. The maximum number
of reports that may be written is 100.

Idn = Local dataset name where reports re written. If L
is amitted or is specified alone, $OUT is used.

January 24, 1985 CRAY SYSTEM CHECKOUT: Starting Monday, January 28, 1985 regu-
lar sys- tem check-out time will be utilized by the systems group to check out
release 1.13 on CRAY, CA. Both CRAY-1 computers will be unavailable on Monday
between 07:00 and 08:00 because of system testing on CA and PM on Cl.

CRAY-1 SOFTWARE UPDATE: F'ITPACK on ULIB will be updated on Tuesday January 29
to include software statistics gathering. This change will be transparent to
users of binary library $NCARLB, but will affect users who are modifying
source. Users with questions should contact Dick Valent at 497-1302 for
instructions regarding line number changes.

January 30, 1985 CRAY-1 SOFTWARE NOTICE: The fast version of entry GBYTES
installed last week produces unexpected results when the input and output
arrays overlap. The Software and Libraries Group will switch back to the old
version as soon as possible, until bounds checking can be implemented in the
new one, or until users have been notified of the exact nature of the differ-
ence. Please address problems/questions to Dick Valent at (303) 497-1302.

February 4, 1985 CFT 1.13: On Tuesday, February 5, the CFT 1.13 compiler
available with the CFT113 procedure will be changed. This NEW compiler fixes
all known outstanding problems with CFT at NCAR. Anyone encountering problems
with CFT 1.13 after Tuesday should contact either Jim McInerney or Tom Engel
at (303) 497-1297.

February 12, 1985 CRAY-1 COMPUTERS: A new version of the Job Queue Manager
(JQM) has been installed on the CRAY-I computers as of this morning, February
12. The new JQM correctly checks for duplicate project/user numbers so that
only one job per number will be executed for each class.

March 1, 1985-15-
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February 14, 1985 CRAY-1 COMPUTERS: Beginning Tuesday, February 19, the Sys-
tems testing group will be using the CRAY,CA computer when necessary from
12:00- 13:00 for testing CRAY Release 1.13. Testing of 1.13 will alternate
between each CRAY-1 computer frcm 06:00-07:00 each morning while PM is done on
the other machine.

IBM 4341 COMPUTERS

February 19, 1985 IBM 4341 COMPUTERS: Starting Monday, February 25, all entry
to the IBM 4341 computers through the PACX will be consolidated under the new
IBM 7171 controller. Entry through the IBM Series/1 and DEC PDP 11/34 comput-
ers will no longer be available. Logons to PACX classes IA, IO, and IE will
all be directed to this new controller. Users who anticipate problems should
contact Gil Green at (303) 497-1270.

TBM

February 4, 1985 TBM SYSTEM: On Friday, February 1, the log tape snapped
before the data- sets were dispersed to production tapes. A number of data
sets were lost from the damaged tape. Contact the Consulting Office at (303)
497-1278 for information on specific data sets.

February 5, 1985 TBM SYSTEM: Yesterday, February 4, the cables from the CRAY-
1 can- puters to the TBM system were reversed from 08:00-18:00 due to a
cabling error introduced during the floor replacement in the East Computer
Roan. VSNs created during this period show a reversed list- ing of the CRAY-1
computer which created them.

February 8, 1985 TBM: All VSNs written between approximately 04:00 and 06:00
on Thursday, February 7 were lost due to a hardware problem. Contact the Con-
sulting Office at (303) 497-1278 for information on specific datasets.

DICOMED SYSTEM

January 22, 1985

DICOMED PROCESSORS TD BE MOVED

At 07:00 on Thursday, January 24, the project to move the DICOMED processors
to the new film roanm will commence. Expect no DICOMED output for a minimum of
2 days. No DICOMED jobs will be queued during this time. It is anticipated
that the system will be in a testing mode for a period of at least five days,
starting Saturday, January 26. The system will be up and down during this
test period. NO FILM will be shot on Thursday and Friday, January 24 and 25.

February 5, 1985 February 4: Approximately 30 FICHE JOBS WERE LOST Monday;
contact the Consulting Office at (303) 497-1278 for information on specific
jobs. February 9: The DICOMED system will be down frman 05:00-12:30 on Satur-
day, during maintenance work on the boilers and cooling tower. We apologize
for the inconvenience; the DICOMED system will be returned to full-capability
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service as soon as possible.

February 11, 1985 DICOMED: The DICOMED system is now back to full operational
status. No further halts are scheduled at this time.

February 15, 1985 DICCOMED: Tests indicate that 35mm frames shot on the
DICOMED cameras have not changed in size since recalibration of the cameras.
If any users have evidence that the film output itself has changed in size,
please contact Andy Robertson at (303) 497-1249.

SOFTWARE

February 8, 1985 ULIB, $NCARLB UPDATE: The surface interpolation package
BIVAR was updated Thursday, February 7. This change includes revised documen-
tation and a new algorithm. See the article "Interpolation Package BIVAR to
Be Updated" in the February issue of The Record for more details. Users of
the old package should expect to see different interpolated values returned by
the new package. Documentation may be obtained by use of the following GETDOC
job control statement:

GETDOC, LIB=ULIB, DOC=BIVAR.

MISCELLANEOUS

January 22, 1985

EAST CCtMPUTER ROCM FLOO)R TO BE REPLACED

Starting Tuesday, January 29, the floor in the East Ccmputer Room will be
replaced. The anticipated time required for this replacement is 8 working
days. At times during this period it will be necessary to shut down the IBM
computers for short periods.

March 1, 1985-17-
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Couputer Resources Allocated in January 1985

Note: A request may be supported at a lower level than requested because:

a. It exceeds the five-hour limit above which Panel review is
required; or

b. Reviewers consider the amount of time requested to be excessive.

GAU
SCIENTIST PROJECT TITLE

Request Alloc.

Clifford Mass Diagnosis of precipitation 10.0 10.0
Univ. of variation in regions of ccmplex
Washington terrain

Robt. Schlesinger Three-dimensional convective 5.0 5.0
Univ. of storm simulation
Wisconsin

Carl Pearson Stability of coherent structures 5.0 5.0
Harvard Univ. in turbulent flows

V. Vaida Excited electronic states 10.0 10.0
Univ. of of reactive molecules
Colorado

David Zaff Numerical simulation of narrow- 10.0 6.5
M.I.T. gap Ekman instabilities

-18- March 1, 1985
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Summary of NCAR Ocmputer Use for January 1985

CRAY,CA COMPUTER

JAN FISCAL YTD
Total Day Avg. Total Day Avg.

Clock Hours in the Month 744.00 24.000 2952.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 16.80 0.542 68.52 0.557
less Hardware Downtime 16.77 0.541 50.33 0.409
less Software Downtime 1.20 0.039 6.93 0.056
less Environmental Downtime 3.20 0.103 16.70 0.136
less Operations Use 0.55 0.018 2.13 0.017
less Other Causes 0.00 0.000 4.11 0.033

Clock Hours Up 705.48 22.757 2803.28 22.791
less Systems Checkout 0.57 0.018 2.72 0.022

Clock Hours Avail. to Users 704.91 22.739 2800.56 22.769
less Idle Time 4.48 0.145 10.74 0.087

Clock Hours in Use 700.43 22.595 2789.82 22.681
% Available Hours Used 99.36 % 99.62 %

CRAY,Cl COMPUTER

JAN FISCAL YTD
Total Day Avg. Total Day Avg.

Clock Hours in the Month 744.00 24.000 2952.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 16.30 0.526 68.77 0.559
less Hardware Downtime 1.30 0.042 35.51 0.289
less Software Downtime 0.00 0.000 4.72 0.038
less Environmental Downtime 1.08 0.035 6.97 0.057
less Operations Use 1.62 0.052 2.92 0.024
less Other Causes 0.75 0.024 3.88 0.032

Clock Hours Up 722.95 23.321 2829.23 23.002
less Systems Checkout 1.00 0.032 2.90 0.024

Clock Hours Avail. to Users 721.95 23.289 2826.33 22.978
less Idle Time 0.81 0.026 15.52 0.126

Clock Hours in Use 721.14 23.263 2810.81 22.852
% Available Hours Used 99.89 % 99.45 %

-19- March , 1985
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